Protecting the Health of Your Company and Employees
A Human-Centered Approach to Ensure Safety
Organizations from all sectors need to adjust to the ‘new normal’ to mitigate the risks of a second
COVID-19 wave, protect workers and the most impacted members of our communities. Workers are
well-positioned to identify risks in the workplace early but don't always have the appropriate channels
to raise concerns. Employers may experience difficulty implementing and communicating guidelines
to ensure a safe return to the workplace. Digital tools can play a critical role to rebuild better and
more human-centered supply chains.

Watch Health Check solution video

A Scalable, Reliable and Cost-Effective Solution
Ulula builds trust between employers and employees
and enables worker engagement through anonymized,
remote, and real-time feedback using mobile
communication technology.
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Staff illness due to COVID-19 has led to operational
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companies, governments,
disruptions that, when left unaddressed, can escalate
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civil society, and auditors.
deployed
into business closures with severe human rights,
financial and reputational implications. Ulula's worker
engagement technology collects employee feedback at scale to unearth labor and social risks in
global supply chains.

Trusted Data-Driven Methodology
Trusted by Industry Leaders Worldwide
With more than one million users in over 30 countries, Ulula is trusted by Fortune 500 companies,
nonprofits, global brands and multinationals, including Anglo American, EcoVadis, Eileen Fisher,
and Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO).
Data-driven Insights to Protect Workers
Ulula’s mobile-based Health Check surveys empower key decision-makers in compliance,
sustainability, human resources, and leadership, to make data-driven decisions based on real-time
insights and direct feedback from essential workers, returning workers and employees working
from home.
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How It Works
Bespoke employee feedback surveys gather meaningful insights to influence real change at work:

1.

Choose survey questions. Select from
Ulula’s diverse library of questions
customized to your industry and unique
workplace circumstances.

2.

Engage workers. Deploy pulse surveys to
employee mobile phones.
Do you have sufficient access to
PPE at your workplace?
Yes

Are you aware of the mental
health supports that exist at your
workplace?

Yes

3.

Collect feedback. As workers respond, the
feedback gets codified and visualized in
real-time on Ulula’s dashboards.

4.

Analyze results in visual dashboards. Ulula’s
advanced analytics and reporting provides you
with a summary of insights and actionable
recommendations.

5.

Close the feedback loop. Use Ulula's anonymous two-way communication channel to provide
updates and next steps to workers.

BROADCASTS &
NOTIFICATIONS

Ulula's Other
Engagement
Solutions

Send mass or targeted
one-way messages to
your workforce.

VALUE FOR EMPLOYERS
Visualize real-time data on
automated dashboards
Identify high-risk areas
Assess the effectiveness of
preventative measures
Low-cost and scalable

INFO@ULULA.COM

CENTRAL
HUB

REPORTING LINE

Allow employees to
anonymously report concerns
and noncompliance.

Collection of
resources, policies,
FAQs, and more.

VALUE FOR EMPLOYEES
Anonymous
Multilingual
Multichannel (SMS, IVR,
web, WhatsApp)
Available offline
Free for employees

WWW.ULULA.COM/COVID-19
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